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Solid oxide fuel cells are electrochemical systems. One of the most important
compounds in their structure is the ceramic electrolyte. The ceramic electrolyte
property of the CeO2 compound is currently being investigated in many studies.
In this study, we tried to synthesize diﬀerent CeO2 compounds. Ce0.85-x-yLaxGdyO2
nanocrystalline powders were prepared via the hydrothermal method. Phases
identiﬁcation was completed through X-ray diﬀraction, SEM-EDS, thermal
and impedance analysis. XRD data showed that all the obtained powders had a
cubic ﬂuorite structure. After examining the surface images, it was seen that the
particle sizes were on the micron scale. Impedance measurements of the pelletized
sample were also made. The Ce0.85-x-yLaxGdyO2 poweder was sintered at 1250 °C.
Increased conductivity value was calculated with increasing temperature. The best
conductivity was observed at 750 oC and the conductivity value was 0.0022 S.cm -1.
The results indicated that the degree of electrical conductivity was found to be low
regarding the applications in intermediate temperature solid oxide fuel cells.
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1. Introduction
Due to increasing world population, the need for
energy is rising. However, due to the rapid depletion
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of fossil resources in the world, the interest in
renewable energy resources is increasing day by day.
Renewable energy is the type of energy considered
as an alternative to traditional fossil fuels, and
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intensive work has been carried out on it in recent
years. Renewable energy is a type of continuously
produced energy obtained from natural sources,
unlike fossil fuels. Scientists thatwork on hydrogen
energy in renewable energy sources have reported that
it will play a major role in energy production in the
future. One of the most striking of the new generation
of energy sources is hydrogen energy and it is used in
fuel cells [1]. A fuel cell produces electrical energy
as a result of a chemical reaction. Advantages of
fuel cells include lack of charge/discharge problems,
dimensional ﬂexibility, portability, and low pollution
levels [2, 3]. Fuel cells can be classiﬁed in diﬀerent
ways. The most common way is to divided them into
six classes according to the the type of electrolyte
used. These are the i) proton exchange membrane
fuel cell, ii) alkaline fuel cell, iii) phosphoric acid fuel
cell, iv) molten carbonate fuel cell, v) solid oxide fuel
cell, and vi) direct methanol fuel cell [4]. Solid oxide
fuel cells operate at higher temperatures than other
fuel cells and are very eﬃcient. They can be used as a
cogeneration unit with waste heat as well as electrical
energy. Due to these properties, solid oxide fuel cells
can also be used in combination with gas cycles [59]. Solid oxide fuel cells are the systems that produce
electricity as a result of a chemical reaction between
fuels such as hydrogen, methane and oxygen. They
consists essentially of a triple structure including an
anode (fuel electrode) / ceramic electrolyte / cathode
(air electrode). However, high temperature limits
the feasibility of solid oxide fuel cells as it increases
system costs as operating temperatures above 700
oC restrict the selection of materials suitable for the
construction of the stack [10]. The ﬁrst step in solving
this problem is the selection of an electrolyte to be
used in the cell. The selected electrolyte must be
an oxygen ion conductor, aintain thermal stability at
high temperatures, and its oxygen pressure should be
good, dense, ﬁne, and mechanically compatible with
other components [11]. For this purpose, compounds
such as ZrO2, Bi2O3, LaGaO3, and CeO2 are used
in solid oxide fuel cells [4,11-16]. Of these, the
compound most commonly used at low temperatures
is CeO2.

Although the CeO2 compound is not a good oxygen
conductor in its pure state, the conductivity properties
can be improved by adding diﬀerent elements. Due to
the Krönk-Ving equation, the amount of oxygen space
increases and accelerates the oxygen delivery [6].
The selection of ionic radius, impurities amount,
doping method, and sintering temperatures are
important in conductivity studies. The ion radius of
the dope compounds to be selected must be higher
than the critical radius value, which improves the
conductivity properties. At the same time, the crystal
size of the nanostructures and grain formation
after sintering positively aﬀects the conductivity.
In general, a trivalent doping additive has higher
conductivity than a bivalent additive. There is also
an optimum cation radius value for the highest ionic
conductivity of the trivalent doped CeO2 (1.024 Å).
In the case of triple additions, the ion radii of the
compounds to be doped are close to the optimum
radius value and this aﬀects the conductivity values
[17-24].
In our study, CeO2 electrolyte was selected for
intermediate temperature applications and usage.
The contribution of two diﬀerent types of (+3) value
cations on the conductivity was also investigated.
Accordingly, dope elements were carried out using
the hydrothermal method. The crystalline, thermal,
microstructural, and electrical properties of the
obtained compounds were investigated in detail.

2. Materials and Methods
The La and Gd doped ceria nanomaterials
Ce0.85-x-yLaxGdyO2 was prepared by using the
hydrothermal method. The starting materials
were [Ce (NO3)3.6H2O] (Sigma-Aldrich 99.99%),
[La(NO3)3.6H2O] (Sigma-Aldrich 99.99%), and
[Gd(NO3)3.6H2O] (Sigma-Aldrich 99.99%) powders.
Stirring was continued on the magnetic table until the
precipitation was completed. A 6 M NaOH solution
was used for precipitation. The heterogeneous
solution was transferred to a teﬂon coated stainless
steel autoclave (12 hours, 180 °C). After the
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hydrothermal treatment, the solution was ﬁltered,
washed, and dried at room temperature. Then the
dried powders were ground with an agate mortar and
heat-treated at 800 oC for 12 hours. Also, the powder
sample was made ready for the electrolyte (Fig. 1).
The powder samples for conductivity measurements
were pressed using a hydraulic press under 10 bar
pressure. A 13 mm diameter pellet was obtained. The
pressed disk was sintered in air at 1250 °C for 12 hours.
The x-ray diﬀraction technique was used to
determinate the cryﬆal ﬆructure, lattice parameter,
and purity. The XRD used a Philips X 5 Pert Pro(
λ = 0.154056 nm, Cu-Kα radiation). After predrying, the prepared Ce0.85La0.1Gd0.05O2 was blended
and the powders were analysed by TG/DTA control.
Depending on the increasing temperature, the
mass changes of the material were analyzed at a
conﬆant heating rate of 1000 oC with an increase of
10 oC / min. In order to determine the morphology
and microﬆructure of the sintered samples, the
electrolytes pressed into the disc were analysed
using a Zeiss EVO 10LS brand microscope. The
ionic conductivity measurements were obtained
with an AC impedance analyzer (Parﬆat 2273) at a
temperature range of 400 to 750 °C.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. XRD Analysis
The XRD pattern of the Ce based La, Gd co-doped
samples and pure CeO2 are shown in Fig. 2. According
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Fig.2 XRD of pure CeO2 and Ce0.85La0.1Gd0.05O2 powder

to the powder electrolyte with cubic crystal lattice
values, which were obtained by hydrothermal
synthesis, the patterns are good agreement with the
pattern (ICSD 98-015-5618). The x-ray diﬀraction
result obtained after the synthesis process is
compatible with the pure CeO2 structure.
The unit cell parameter of the sample is (Å) =
5.4724. The pure CeO2 unit cell parameter is 5.411
Å. The unit cell parameter increase is due to the ionic
radius values of Gd3+ (1.053 Å) and La3+(1.16 Å).
The narrow spectral width characteristic peaks
indicate that the products are highly crystalline. The
crystalline size co-doped CeO2 were calculated with
Debye-Scherrer equations (Eqs. (1)). The sharpest
peaks in the plane of (111) (200) (220) (311) were
used to calculate the crystal size. As a result of
calculations, the crystalline size of Ce0.85La0.1Gd0.05O2
powder is 36.46 nm.

Fig. 1. Flow chart of hydrothermal method
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3.2 Thermal Analysis
The properties of material were examine as a function
of temperature with the thermal analysis method. It
is useful to determine phase changes, dissociate,
determine species (such as nitrate, water, and oxygen
loss), and generate phase diagrams. The thermal
decomposition behaviour of the Ce0.85La0.1Gd0.05O2
powder is shown in Fig. 3. Examining the TG curve in
Fig. 3, the loss of mass is seen to be quite low (about
10%) in the sample powder subjected to heat treatment
This loss is due to incomplete drying after ﬁltration
and species, such as nitrate, found in the structure.
After 600 oC, there was almost no loss of mass. The
DTA curve gives one endothermic peaks around 100
o
C. Above this temperature, the phase remained stable.
3.3. Microstructure and Electrical Conductivity
SEM-EDS was used to examine surface structure

and micro defects in the pellet and to detect the ratio
of elements. Microstructures of the synthesized
powders were examined before pressing and
sintering. The surface images of the samples
sintered at 800 oC after hydrothermal treatment are
given in Fig. 4a. Grain sizes range from 120 to 170
nm. In EDS analysis evaluation, it is seen that the
synthesis rates are close to the calculated rate. In
the next step, the powder samples were pelleted and
sintered at 1250 °C. Ce0.85La0.1Gd0.05O2 condensed at
1250 oC and has electrolyte and uniform grain sizes
(~2µ). The particle size increased with the eﬀect of
temperature and pressure. As shown in Figure 4b,
when the images taken from diﬀerent points are
evaluated, pore formation on the surface is quite low.
This situation is due to low sintering temperature
(1250 °C). According to the EDS results for all
sample, as illustrated in Table 1, the ﬁnal electrolyte
ratios were found to be similar with that of the initial
stoichiometric ratios.
Impedance spectroscopy was used for the electrical
characterization of the synthesized sample.
Impedance spectroscopy is the preferred technique
to examine the electrical properties of ceramic
electrolytes. Calculation of total ionic conductivity by
impedance spectroscopy also provides information

Fig.3. TG/DTA graphics of pre-dry Ce0.85La0.1Gd0.05O2 of powder
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Fig. 4. Surface image a) 800 oC sintered powder b)1250 oC sintered Ce0.85La0.1Gd0.05O2 pellet
Table 1. EDS results powders of 800 oC and Ce0.85La0.1Gd0.05O2 pellet 1250 oC
Element

Seriess .

C norm. [at.%]

C Atom. [wt.%]

Cerium (800 oC)

L-series

85.99

86.35

9.47

9.59

Lanthanum

L-series

Gadolinium

L-series

4.54

4.06

Cerium (1250 C)

L-series

54.34

81.59

Lanthanum

L-series

6.97

10.47

Gadolinium

L-series

3.85

5.77

o

on the separate contributions of grain and grain
boundaries resistance. Typically, Nyquist plots are
observed at three semicirculars: (I) a high frequency
semicircular is considered as the grain resistivity,
(II) an intermediate frequency semicircular is
considered as grain thw boundary resistivity, and (III)
a low frequency semicircular is considered to provide
information about the contact electrode. In this study,

conductivity evaluations were made according to
Nyquist plots.
Before conductivity measurements, both surfaces of
the pellets were painted with silver paste and then
calcined for one hour at 100 oC. The contacts were
provided by using binders with platinum wires.
The conductivity measurement was performed at a
temperature of 400-750 °C. Parstat 2273 software from
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Princeton Applied Research was employed for data
storage. Measurements were made parametrically
in the 100 kHz-100 mHz frequency range. For
each data set, a complex plane graph, such as real
impedance and imaginary impedance, was prepared.
The conductivity values were calculated from the
following equation:

l

A .R

(3)

Total conductivity: σT
Total resistance: R total
Cross-sectional area: A
Thickness: l
The conductivity of ceria electrolyte depends upon
the synthesis method, microstructural factors,
sintering temperature, ion radius of dopant type,
dope type, rates, etc. [23-28]. The reduction from
Ce4+ to Ce3+ shows the electronic conductivity at
high temperature and low oxygen pressure [13]. In
addition, the co-dope method is used to overcome the
reduction problem. Various combinations are used
for diﬀerent dope types in the literature [27, 29]. In
this study, electronic conductivity was suppressed
by using co-doped La and Gd. The conductivity
measurements are made at low temperatures. As
the temperature increases, the resistance decreases
and the conductivity increases. The electrical
conductivity values of Ce0.85La0.15Gd0.05O2 are shown
in Table 2.

(a)

Table 2. Conductivity Ce0.85La0.1Gd0.05O2 pellets
Temperature (oC)

Conductivity (S.cm-1)

750

0.0022

700

0.0016

675

0.0014

625

0.00054

According to the values in Table 2, when the
temperature increases, the resistance decreases and
the conductivity increases. Also, the best conductivity
and conductivity value were observed at 750 oC and
was 0.0022 S.cm-1, respecctively. However, CeO2
is nonconductive at low temperatures. It becomes
conductive and the conductivity value σ depends
strongly on the temperature, dope type, and dope
ratio. The oxygen-ion conductivity value of pure
CeO2 was 6,16×10−5 Scm−1 at 600 °C [5]. As a result,
a higher conductivity in comparison to pure CeO2
conductivity was obtained with doping type and ratios.

4. Conclusions
This study set out to investigate how to improve the
crystal and conductivity values of pure CeO2. In this
respect, several conclusions can be made in light of
the obtained results. First, when XRD results were
evaluated, a cubic crystal structure was obtained with
La and Gd co-doped by CeO2. Also, the heat and dope
type factor positively aﬀected the crystal structure.
According to the results of the thermal analysis,

(b)

Fig.5. Nyquist plot of Ce0.85La0.1Gd0.05O2 sample measured in air. a) 625 oC b)750 oC
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4. Conclusions
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This study set out to investigate how to improve the
crystal and conductivity values of pure CeO2. In this
respect, several conclusions can be made in light of
the obtained results. First, when XRD results were
evaluated, a cubic crystal structure was obtained with
La and Gd co-doped by CeO2. Also, the heat and dope
type factor positively aﬀected the crystal structure.
According to the results of the thermal analysis,
no phase change was observed in the operating
temperatures. While the grain size of the sample that
was sintered at 800 oC powder was 120 nm, the grain
size of the sample that was sintered at 1250 oC was 2
micron. According to the EDS results, the rates used
at the beginning were preserved and the grain was
formed at the sintering temperature. Surface porosity
almost never occurred. In addition, the conductivity
measurement results increased based on temperature,
and maximum conductivity was observed at 750 oC.
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